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Perhaps the greatest inspiration for playing 18th-century music on original instruments lies beyond the mere difference in timbre between typical Baroque instruments and their modern counterparts. The music is actually more successful and easier to interpret stylistically when one performs on period instruments or good copies. Clearly many composers wrote very carefully for the instruments they specified, avoiding in the case of woodwind the various limitations to which they were subject and choosing keys as much for their particular sound qualities on a certain instrument as out of harmonic necessity. In woodwind instruments homogeneity of tone and response was not desirable; works written for specific instruments show that a skilled composer could employ naturally dull and unresponsive sonorities as effectively as stronger, brighter ones. Baroque woodwind instruments then are seen to be ideally suited to the music written specifically for them, and a successful performance will produce a unique synthesis of music and instruments, making it seem undesirable to perform the same music on instruments lacking their qualities. In the first half of the 18th century Antonio Vivaldi composed three concertos calling for a new instrument: the clarinet. All three are concerti grossi, employing pairs of clarinets and oboes (and in one case also recorders and violin) as solo instruments:
Conto con 2 Hautbois 2 Clarinet, e Istromti (RV560, FXII no.1) Conto con due Clarinet 2 Hautbois e Istromti (RV559, FXII no.2) Conto P la Solennita di S. LorzO (RV556, FXII no.14) Vivaldi seems to have been well aware of the unique qualities of the new instrument, as he clearly demonstrates in his writing for it. However, before the concertos could be given a modern performance, an adequate model had to be found for making the required 'Clarinetti in Do'. This turned out to be more difficult than one might think.
Among more than 30 Baroque clarinets in European and American collections, there seem to be only two clarinets in C of the type for which Vivaldi must have written these concertos. Both are in the collection of the Brussels Conservatoire. One bears the stamp of Jacob Denner (Nuremberg, 1681-1735) and the other of Thomas Coenraet Boekhout (Amsterdam, c1665-1715) (illus.3). Both are in good condition, yet various problems make it impossible to perform the clarinet parts of Vivaldi's concertos on either of them.
The Denner instrument (illus. 1) would be the more logical choice of the two, because of Nuremberg's relative proximity to Italy, the family's extensive ties with the clarinet and the high quality of Denner's woodwind instruments. This boxwood instrument is in nearly perfect condition (the mouthpiece is slightly damaged but it still plays quite easily), and of the four joints all but the mouthpiece-barrel combination (customarily found in Baroque clarinets) are stamped. That the mouthpiece is not stamped is not significant, since it matches the mouthpieces of Jacob Denner's other two extant clarinets, neither of which is stamped; it was, moreover, fairly common among Continental makers not to stamp mouthpieces.
Despite its apparent suitability the Denner clarinet cannot be used to perform the Vivaldi concertos for two reasons. The first, and more serious, is that the upper and lower registers have different tonal centres, the 12ths being about a semitone too small; since Vivaldi wrote for the entire range of the instrument this internal inconsistency makes the Denner clarinet unacceptable. The second difficulty is that the general pitch of the upper register hovers around a quartertone flat of a'=-440, and therefore the approximate pitch of the lower register is slightly higher than a'=440; this seems suspicious in the light of the fact that the majority of extant Denner instruments are pitched at a'=415 or lower.
It is interesting now to look at the Boekhout instrument. To start with, it is surprising that Boekhout register, exaggerating the effect by a change from C major in the upper register to C minor in the chalumeau, which adds darkness to the already veiled sound (ex.3). At this point we have accumulated sufficient documentation to show that the clarinets in the Brussels collection might be expected to play much better than they do. While it is usual to proceed from the proven capabilities of an instrument and written evidence of performance practice to an interpretation of early music, we must in this case use the music and contemporary organological accounts to sketch out the properties of the Baroque clarinet. Neither of the C clarinets in the Brussels collection meets the requirements of Vivaldi's music. But the faults of the Denner clarinet are such as to imply that it has been tampered with; and this indeed turns out to be so. It was undoubtedly the victim of a late 18th-century attempt to raise its pitch in accordance with a move to higher pitch all over Europe.
The vast majority of early Classical clarinets play at a pitch between a'=430 and a'=440, which was the new level to which pitch was raised at that period. In order to be able to accommodate both the old and new pitches, flutes and oboes of the mid-to late 18th century were often made with corps de rechange. 
